We consider a system of continuous time random walks on Z d in a potential which is random in space and time. In spatial dimensions d > 2, and for su ci ently small random potential, we show that, as time goes to in nity, the behavior is di usive with probability one. However, the di usion constant is not equal to one, and is determined by the averaged process. The averaged process is found by averaging over the random potential initially. In the discrete time case the averaged process is the simple random walk; this explains why the di usion constant is one in the discrete time case.
1 Introduction Imbrie and Spencer (1988) considered discrete time random walks in a random potential. Let v(t; x) be independent for each t and x, with v(t; x) = 1 with probability 1=2 where x 2 Z d , t 2 Z + , d = dimension, and 0 < < 1. where Z(T) is the partition function (needed to normalize the probability density), X(T) is the position of the walk at time T, and dW T is the probability measure for the simple random walk on Z d .
Improvements on this result were made by Bolthausen (1989) , Song (1996), and Sinai (1995) . Coyle (1996) showed that in all dimensions and for all 2 (0; 1), there exists some n such that hZ(T) n i v ! 1, as T ! 1, where h i v represents averaging over the potential. Conlon and Olsen (1996) considered a continuous time and space version of the random walk in a random potential. Random walks in a random potential (otherwise referred to as directed polymers in a random potential) have been used to model many physical processes, e.g., the interface in two dimensional Ising models with random exchange interactions can be modeled by a one dimensional random walk in a random potential (see Huse and Henley (1985) ). While superdi usive behavior is conjectured for this dimension d = 1 case, no rigorous results have been obtained. For a background on this subject see Coyle (1996) , Fisher and Hwa (1994) , and Imbrie and Spencer (1988) .
In this paper we consider a continuous time version of random walks on Z d in a potential which is random in both space and time. We wish to discover whether Imbrie's and Spencer's result is true in this continuous time case. The answer is yes; however the di usion constant is not equal to one, and is determined by the averaged process, (see equation 2 for the de nition of the averaged process). In Imbrie's and Spencer's result the di usion constant is one, contrary to what one might expect. The work here provides a straightforward explanation as to why the di usion constant is one in the discrete time case; it is because the averaged process is the simple random walk, which has di usion constant one. It would appear straightforward to modify the calculations in this paper to yield a corresponding discrete time result (i.e., a result similar to theorem 2.1). Since the averaged process in the discrete time case is the simple random walk, the modi ed calculations would be considerably simpler than those here.
Another aspect of this work is that it extends Imbrie's and Spencer's result in the sense that not only do we have that, for su ciently small random potential in dimensions greater than two, E h X(T) 2 T i ! C, as T ! 1, but even E h exp( jX(T)j= p T) i ! C, as T ! 1, for su ciently small > 0, where C is a non-zero nite constant,
and where E represents expectation with respect to the random walk in a random potential measure (see equation 1). It is conjectured in the physics literature that for large enough , (i.e., su ciently large potential, or su ciently low temperature in the physics), the random walk is superdi usive in all dimensions (see, e.g., Fisher and Huse (1991) , Fisher and Hwa (1994) , and Kardar and Zhang (1987) 
be the measure for the continuous time random walk in a random potential. Let P v ( ) and h i v denote probability and expectation (respectively) with respect to the random potential v, and E v x represent expectation with respect to the walk measure d t for walks started at x. We de ne the probability measure for the averaged process to be 
Thus the averaged process is a non-standard continuous time walk, but its probability measure does converge to a Gaussian measure. The averaged process is almost Markovian; however it does have a memory of length one time unit. Since this memory is short, it not hard to show that, as for the simple continuous time random walk, for s > 0, 9c; C s.t.
Lemma 3.1 
Noting is arbitrary, and C is independent of , the lemma is proved.
Using the fact that the averaged process has a memory of length one time unit, x;x (X 1 (s k ) = X 2 (s k + r) j X 1 (s j ) = a j = X 2 (s j + r) 8j k ? 1) ds k < C: (9) Also, equation 5 can be used to show that for dimension d > 2, there exists a constant C such that, 8r 2 R with 0 r 1 and 8t > 0, Z t 0 P A x;x (X 1 (s) = X 2 (s + r)) ds < C : (10) 4 The Partition Function
We de ne the partition function Z(t; x) by
where the denominator (N t , see equation 3) has been introduced so that hZ(t; x)i v = 1.
In this section we wish to show that the limit of Z(t; x) as time goes to in nity exists (= Z(1) say), to get some estimates on the rate of convergence, and to show that the probability that Z (1) 
Notice that for s k 1,
Therefore, expanding out the exponential as in the proof of lemma 4.1, we get (1 + j j)
Referring back to equation 17, we are done. (1 ? P v (n < N)) 1=2 + P v (n < N)=4
(1 + C=M )(1 ?
1 2 P v (n < 1)) + P v (n < 1)=4 1 + C=M ? P v (n < 1))=4 : We now want to nd some estimates on the rate at which the partition function converges in the time limit. Note the following fact: cosh( P n k=1 a k ) Q n k=1 cosh(a k ) = 1 + 
where T i represents the i th term for any enumeration of the nite sum in (30). Fix i and j. In the product T i T j , let a be a walk index for which the number of times that the index a appears in T i T j is less than or equal to the number of times any other walk index appears in T i T j . Consider all terms in T i T j for which the index a appears. There are two possibilities:
(i) a is matched with some other index b for every incidence of a. Hence b does not occur elsewhere.
(ii) (i) does not occur, which means that a is not perfectly matched with any other index.
In case (i), if p is the number of times a appears in T i T j , we have a quantity of the form (letting E A a;b represent expectation with respect to the averaged process over walks a and b, and all walks start at the origin), by calculations similar to those used in nding equations 9 and 32. For the remaining products in T i T j we repeat the process of picking an index that appears a number of times less than or equal to any of the remaining indices, and take the relevant expectation(s). We do this until the expectation over all the n walks have been taken.
Notice that when we have perfect matching (case (i)), we take the expectation over 
When n is odd, we can have at most (n ? 1)=2 perfect matchings, so we have to take at least one expectation when there is not perfect matching, and we get
Returning to equation 28, equations 29, 31, 33, and 34 give the required result.
Note that from lemma 4.8 we could easily give an alternative proof that Z(1) exists with probability one for d > 2 and su ciently small.
Convergence with Probability One
We now are ready to prove theorem 2.1. We rst prove convergence as time goes to in nity exponentially fast. Let 2 Q s.t. 0 < < 1 and let M 2 fN 2 N : N 2 Ng.
Let t (x) be the probability density for the random walk in a random potential, i.e., 
Referring back to equation 35, for 0 < and =2 + < 1=2, consider
Therefore by equation 44 
for all < d?2
